PLEASE READ

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY PRIOR TO BEGINNING THE HRWS-6C HANDRAIL INSTALLATION!

THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE A SPECIFIC GUIDE TO FOLLOW FOR THE INSTALLATION OF THIS HRWS-6C HANDRAIL. CONTAINED WITHIN IS THE TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES REQUIRED TO COMPLETE AN EFFICIENT, NEAT AND LONG-LASTING INSTALLATION.

INSPECT ALL MATERIALS FOR DAMAGE OR MISSING PARTS. IF YOU DISCOVER DAMAGED OR MISSING MATERIALS, IN THE USA PLEASE NOTIFY THE FACTORY AT (800) 233-8493, AND IN CANADA (888) 895-8955 FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE.

HRWS-6C HANDRAIL MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS! FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY VOID ANY PRODUCT WARRANTIES AND RESULT IN AN UNSUCCESSFUL INSTALLATION. FOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING THE INSTALLATION OF THIS HRWS-6C HANDRAIL PLEASE CALL THE FACTORY IN THE USA AT (800) 233-8493 OR EMAIL IWPTECHSUPPORT@C-SGROUP.COM. IN CANADA CALL (888) 895-8955.

IMPORTANT NOTES

1. DUE TO WOOD BEING A NATURAL PRODUCT, COMPONENTS MAY GROW AND SHRINK AT DIFFERENT RATES. BECAUSE OF THIS, C/S HAS DESIGNED THIS HANDRAIL TO UTILIZE A BEVEL AS SHOWN IN THESE INSTRUCTIONS (SEE FIGURE 1). THIS BEVEL MUST BE APPLIED AT ALL WOOD JOINTS AND MUST MATCH FACTORY BEVEL ON END CAPS.

2. DUE TO THE NATURE OF WOOD, COMPONENT COLORS MAY VARY. SORT WOOD COMPONENTS AND MATCH PARTS BY COLOR.

3. ALL WOOD HANDRAIL TO BE SUPPLIED IN STOCK LENGTHS OF 7'-0" TO 12'-0" VARIABLE. THIS MATERIAL IS TO BE FIELD CUT USING QUALITY EQUIPMENT TO INSURE THAT ALL CUTS ARE SQUARE. WHEN CUTTING MATERIAL SECTIONS, C/S RECOMMENDS USING AN 80-100 TOOTH CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADE OR EQUIVALENT, TO MINIMIZE CHIPPING AND MAINTAIN JOINT ALIGNMENT.

4. RADIAL MATERIAL MAY BE SUPPLIED FACTORY FORMED OR IN STRAIGHT LENGTHS FOR FIELD FORMING. CONSULT FACTORY FOR OPTIONS.

5. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TYPICAL.

6. FOR DRYWALL/PLASTER WALL CONSTRUCTION, IT IS RECOMMENDED FOR FASTENERS TO BE ENGAGED INTO METAL/WOOD STUDS TO MAINTAIN MAXIMUM PULLOUT STRENGTH. IF DURING INSTALLATION YOU ENCOUNTER SPECIAL WALL CONDITIONS THAT DO NOT ALLOW FOR DIRECT ATTACHMENT TO THE STUDS PLEASE CONSULT THE LOCAL AUTHORITY HAVING JURISDICTION.

7. INSTALL OUTSIDE CORNERS FIRST.

8. INSTALL LONGEST RUN OF HANDRAIL FIRST.

9. WOOD HANDRAIL SPLICE SHOULD NOT EXCEED 3" [76.2mm] DISTANCE FROM A BRACKET.

10. TANGENT POINTS ON FACTORY FORMED RADIAL MATERIAL WILL BE MARKED APPROXIMATELY AND SHOULD BE CUT TO SUIT FIELD CONDITIONS.

11. MATERIAL MUST REACH 65°F MIN. TO 75°F MAX. 24 HOURS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION. THIS IS ESSENTIAL TO MINIMIZE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF MATERIAL.

12. THIS HANDRAIL REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF 2 MOUNTING BRACKETS PER UNIT. THE MINIMUM END CAP-TO-END CAP HANDRAIL LENGTH IS 11 3/4" [298.5mm].

13. FOR OSHPD REQUIREMENTS USE 20 GA. STEEL STUD, 20 GA. INTERMEDIATE HORIZONTAL, STUD 5/8" GYPSUM WALLBOARD.

## COMPONENTS & WALL FASTENERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WALL CONDITION</th>
<th>SPECIFIED FASTENER</th>
<th>DRILL DIAMETERS</th>
<th>C/S PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEEL STUD/GYPSUM WALL</td>
<td>#10 X 2&quot; PHILLIPS FLAT HEAD SHEET METAL SCREW</td>
<td>1/16&quot;</td>
<td>90H431002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK</td>
<td>1/4&quot; X 2 1/4&quot; HEX HEAD MASONRY</td>
<td>3/16&quot;</td>
<td>90H027004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD STUD/GYPSUM WALL</td>
<td>#9 X 2 1/4&quot; PHILLIPS WAFFER HEAD DRYWALL SCREW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>90H421002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 GA. STEEL STUD/GYPSUM WALL (OSHPD)</td>
<td>1/4-20 X 3&quot; FLAT HEAD BOLT 1/4&quot; TOGGLER WING 3M MOLDABLE FIRE PUTTY</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>90H0282002, 90H0262004, 90M012000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NOTE: INSTALLATION OF LINEAL OR RADIAL HRWS-6C HANDRAIL SHOULD BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS.

1. USING “LOCAL CODE” REQUIREMENTS, ESTABLISH HANDRAIL HEIGHT ABOVE FINISH FLOOR. DEDUCT 3 9/16" [90.5mm] AND SNAP A CHALK LINE AT THAT HEIGHT. THIS MARKS THE LOCATION OF THE HOLE FOR THE MOUNTING BRACKET FASTENERS. REFER TO SECTIONAL VIEW.

2. CUT THE WOOD HANDRAIL TO LENGTH USING THE REQUIRED DEDUCTIONS (REFERENCE LAYOUT VIEW). BEVEL THE HANDRAIL EDGES SLIGHTLY WITH 150 GRIT SANDPAPER. TOUCH UP SANDED EDGES WITH SUPPLIED STAIN MARKER. (SEE FIGURE 1)

NOTE: IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT WOOD HANDRAIL BE CUT WITH AN 80-100 TOOTH CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADE OR EQUIVALENT.

3. TO ENSURE PROPER ALIGNMENT OF HANDRAIL TO END CAP, USE THE END CAP DRILL JIG TO DRILL A PILOT HOLE FOR END CAP ATTACHMENT IN EACH END OF THE HANDRAIL. (SEE FIGURE 3)
   - LOCATE END CAP DRILL JIG OVER END OF WOOD HANDRAIL. POSITION END OF HANDRAIL TIGHT AGAINST BOTTOM OF DRILL JIG'S CENTER BAR.
   - CLOSE THE DRILL JIG TIGHT AGAINST THE OUTSIDE EDGE OF THE HANDRAIL.
   - DRILL A 3/16" PILOT HOLE, 7/8" DEEP, IN EACH END OF THE HANDRAIL.

4. INSTALL HANDRAIL SPLICE IF REQUIRED. (SEE FIGURE 4)

5. ATTACH MOUNTING BRACKET ASSEMBLIES (A FLAT SURFACE IS REQUIRED):
   - USING FLAT SURFACE ORIENT ANY IMPERFECTIONS IN HANDRAIL ON DOWNWARD SIDE OF ASSEMBLY.
   - DRILL PILOT HOLES IN BOTTOM SURFACE OF HANDRAIL AS PER MOUNTING BRACKET DRILL JIG INSTRUCTIONS ON PAGE 6 (SEE FIGURE 5). MOUNTING BRACKETS ARE TO BE LOCATED AT A MAXIMUM OF 32" [812.8mm] O.C. AND MUST BE 3" [76.2mm] FROM END OF HANDRAIL AND 3" [76.2mm] FROM ONE END OF SPLICE. CAUTION: BE SURE THE HANDRAIL DOES NOT ROTATE WHEN DRILLING PILOT HOLE.
   - BEFORE USING THE 21/64" BUSHING (TAP END OF MOUNTING BRACKET JIG) ON THE HANDRAIL'S FIRST PILOT HOLE, INSERT A 7/32" DRILL BIT THROUGH MOUNTING BRACKET DRILL JIG AND INTO PILOT HOLE. THIS STEP WILL HELP ENSURE HANDRAIL DOES NOT ROTATE WHEN DRILLING AND TAPPING FOR ADDITIONAL MOUNTING BRACKETS. A SECOND MOUNTING BRACKET DRILL JIG HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO DRILL AND TAP FOR ADDITIONAL MOUNTING BRACKETS.
   - USING THE 21/64" BUSHING (TAP END OF MOUNTING BRACKET JIG), THREAD PILOT HOLE USING AN 8mm X 1 1/2" TAP (PLUG CHAMFER TYPE RECOMMENDED).
   - ATTACH MOUNTING BRACKETS. CAUTION: OVER-TORQUEING MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO WOODEN THREADS.

HANDRAIL SPLICE ASSEMBLY WITH DOWEL

1. TO ENSURE PROPER ALIGNMENT OF HANDRAIL SPLICE, USE THE END CAP DRILL JIG TO DRILL A CLEARANCE HOLE FOR SPLICE ASSEMBLY IN EACH END OF THE HANDRAIL. (SEE FIGURE 4)
   - LOCATE SPLICE DRILL JIG OVER END OF WOOD HANDRAIL. POSITION END OF HANDRAIL TIGHT AGAINST BOTTOM OF DRILL JIG'S CENTER BAR.
   - CLOSE THE DRILL JIG TIGHT AGAINST THE OUTSIDE EDGE OF THE HANDRAIL.
   - DRILL A 5/16" CLEARANCE HOLE (7/8") DEEP, IN EACH END OF THE HANDRAIL.

2. ASSEMBLE HANDRAIL SPLICE WITH WOOD DOWEL. (SEE FIGURE 4)
   - BEVEL THE HANDRAIL EDGES SLIGHTLY WITH 150 GRIT SANDPAPER. TOUCH UP SANDED EDGES WITH SUPPLIED STAIN MARKER. (SEE FIGURE 1)
   - LOCATE HANDRAIL ON FLAT WORKING SURFACE AND INSERT 8mm WOOD DOWEL IN THE END OF EACH HANDRAIL THAT WILL CREATE A SPLICE. BEFORE APPLYING WOOD GLUE, DRY FIT COMPONENTS TOGETHER TO DOUBLE CHECK FIT. APPLY WOOD GLUE INTO THE HOLE AND CUT SURFACE OF THE HANDRAIL PRIOR TO HANDRAIL INSERTION. TITEBOND WOOD GLUE IS RECOMMENDED FOR THIS APPLICATION. WIPE OFF ANY EXCESS GLUE.
6. Use assembled handrail as a template to drill clearance holes in wall surface for mounting hardware by lining up upper edge of mounting bracket with chalk line. Reference chart on page 2 for correct drill diameters.

7. Install handrail using appropriate fasteners. Use a level to ensure handrail is level. 

NOTE: When field forming radius handrail, be sure to apply needed pressure from bracket to bracket.

8. Attach stainless steel inside/outside corners before attaching next section of handrail:
   - To protect finished surfaces from adhesive during assembly apply masking tape to end of handrail’s finished wood surface and exterior surface of inside/outside corner.
   - Clean outer surface of aluminum spline with isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol. Attach spline to the end of the handrail using the #14 X 2 1/2" hex washer head sheet metal screw and serrated lock washer. Dry fit handrail to inside/outside corner and check for a seamless transition between wood and metal components.
   - Once tested, fill the pilot hole with adhesive (reference caulk gun conversion kit figures 6 & 7) and permanently attach aluminum spline. Caution: Serrated lock washer must be securely tightened and embedded into aluminum spline to prevent attached end cap from rotating.
   - Using 100 grit sandpaper, sand the interior surface of inside/outside corner. Clean the interior surface of corner with isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol.
   - The adhesive only allows for 8 to 12 minutes of working time. Install inside/outside corner over aluminum spline. For proper seam, stainless steel inside/outside corner must be tightly fitted to the handrail. Parts can be handled in 1 1/2 hours and will be fully cured after 24 hours.
   - Optional stainless steel splice will be installed in the same manner.

9. Attach stainless steel end caps in same manner as inside/outside corners.

MOUNTING BRACKET DRILL JIG INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place handrail on flat working surface and rotate until bottom of handrail is facing upward.

2. Position drill jig over wood handrail. The drill jig’s feet must sit flat on level working surface. Locate center of 7/32" pilot drill hole over corresponding location for mounting bracket assembly. Note: Dimension from center of either hole to end of jig is 3" [76.2mm].

3. Drill a 7/32" pilot hole (only 1" deep) in bottom of handrail. To help ensure proper depth into bottom of handrail apply a piece of masking tape as a marker 1 3/4" [44.5mm] from the end of drill bit.

4. Position tap end of mounting bracket jig over previously drilled 7/32" pilot hole. Use 21/64" drill bushing to correctly thread pilot hole with 8mm X 1.25 tap (plug chamfer type recommended).
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EPOXY CARTRIDGE AND MIXING NOZZLE. REFER TO FIGURE 6.

1. REMOVE CAP AND GASKET FROM THE END OF EPOXY CARTRIDGE BY TWISTING 90°.
2. INSTALL MIXING NOZZLE ON THE FRONT OF EPOXY CARTRIDGE AND LOCK IN PLACE BY TWISTING 90°.

CAULKING GUN CONVERSION KIT. REFER TO FIGURE 7.

1. INSERT EPOXY CARTRIDGE AND MIXING NOZZLE INTO OVAL OPENING OF SLEEVE. NOTE THE LOCATION OF OPEN END.
2. PLACE PLUNGER IN THE BACK END OF CARTRIDGE.
3. PLACE THE CONVERSION KIT, WITH MIXER NOZZLE AND EPOXY CARTRIDGE, IN A STANDARD 10 OZ CAULKING GUN AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 7. PLUNGER WILL ATTACH TO CIRCULAR PUSH PLATE ON CAULKING GUN.